
MATH 360-2, Winter 2011 MENU Applied Analysis

Problems about Heat

These problems are adapted from Chapter 9 of Mathematical Modelling with
Case Studies, by B. Barnes and G.R. Fulford, Taylor & Francis, London 2002.

1. Heat flows through a wall of width L from left to right. Assume the wall is
thoroughly insulated except at the faces. Inside the material, an electric current
generates heat at a constant rate Q0 watts/m3.

i.) Deduce that the equilibrium temperature satisfies the differential equation

d2T

dx2
+ b = 0

where b is some constant and x the distance along the slab.

ii.) What is the constant b?

iii.) Assume T (0) = T0 and T (L) = TL are constant. Find T (x).

2. (A variation on 1.) In the shielding wall of a nuclear reactor, radiation causes
the wall to heat up internally at a given rate q(x) per unit time per unit volume.
Formulate the differential equation for the equilibrium temperature.

3. A heat fin has circular cross section of radius a. Here “circular heat fin”
means a rod of circular cross section protruding from the furnace or whatever
heat source you have and x is the distance along the fin.

i.) The fin loses heat to the surrounding air, which is at equilibrium temperature
Te. Show that the equilibrium temperature of the fin satisfies the ODE

d2T

dx2
− αT + β = 0

where α and β are constants to be determined.

ii.) If the furnace has heat T0 find T (x).

4. Heat flows radially though a spherical shell of internal radius 2 and external
radius 3. Formulate the differential equation for the equilibrium temperature
inside the shell. If the internal temperature is 100 degrees C and external
temperature is 20, find a formula for that temperature.

Some answers



1.i.) Given a slice from x to x + ∆x in the wall we have

heat in = heat out.

Thus
J(x)A + Q0A∆x = J(x + ∆x)A

where A is the cross sectional area. Divide by A∆x, rearrange, let ∆x→ 0 and
use Fourier’s Law to get the result. Note b = Q0/k where k is the constant in
Fourier’s law.

ii.) T = (b/2)x2 + c1x + c2. Then c2 = T0 and

b

2
L2 + c1L + T0 = TL.

2. Same as 1.i.) but replace Q0 by q(x).

3.i.) Again use heat in equals heat out to get

πa2J(x) = πa2J(x + ∆x) + 2πa∆x(T − Te)

where Te is the environmental temperature. Divide ∆x, rearrange terms and
let ∆x→ 0. After using Fourier’s Law, get

0 = πa2k
d2T

dx
+ 2πa(T − Te).

4. Again use heat in equals heat out:

J(x)4πx2 = J(x + ∆x)4π(x + ∆x)2

Again divide ∆x, rearrange terms and let ∆x → 0. After using Fourier’s Law,
to get

d

dx
(x2 dT

dx
) = 0

or
T = c1 − c2/x.


